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The method of estimating future sales is referred to as sales

forecasting. Companies estimate their short- and long-term

performance using sales datasets as a baseline. Forecasting provides

businesses with the insights they need to grow and expand, from

allocating budgets and employing new staff to creating

company-wide goals and managing cash flow.

Sales forecasting can be highly beneficial to a company's growth and

development. It provides businesses with the insights they need to

plan, make informed decisions, and evaluate sales performance.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Sales Forecasting Software based on

the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT ANAPLAN

Anaplan is driving a new age of
connected planning. Large and
fast-growing organizations use
Anaplan’s cloud platform in every
business function to make
better-informed plans and
decisions and drive faster, more
effective planning processes.
Anaplan also provides support,
training, and planning
transformation advisory services.
Anaplan is a privately held
company based in San Francisco
with 16 offices and over 150 expert
partners worldwide.

304
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Featured Testimonials

With Anaplan, we have significantly improved our agility in financial planning,
being able to adjust the forecast quickly to the changing business
assumptions.

ANATOLY MUZALEV
GROUP LEADER, PROCUREMENT FINANCE, BALTIKA BREWERIES

Sales managers provide forecasts, finance builds budgets from those forecasts, and leadership
reviews and revises plans that are live and interactive. And it’s all done in about eight weeks—a
couple of months’ worth of time savings—without working late nights and weekends. We have a
collaborative budget with Anaplan, and I have my life back.

BRETT LUKOWICZ
VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCE, ECHO GLOBAL LOGISTICS

With the Anaplan platform, our accurate forecast drives the right stock level to all of our sites.
We know how much we will sell from our demand plans and when we can distribute it to
stations. This helps drive down distribution costs and working capital. Anaplan has taken this
low-tech industry into something much more high-tech— we’re ready and excited for the future.

MAGNUS TAGTSTROM
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION, CIRCLE K

We built the monthly P&L forecast on our own, which gives you a sense
of how easy it is to pick up Anaplan.

NATHAN TILLER
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE, SERENA

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CLARI

Clari’s Revenue Operations
Platform improves efficiency,
predictability, and growth across
the entire revenue process. Clari
gives revenue teams total visibility
into their business, to drive
process rigor, spot risk and
opportunity in the pipeline,
increase forecast accuracy, and
drive overall efficiency. Thousands
of sales, marketing, and customer
success teams at leading
companies, including Okta, Adobe,
Workday, Zoom, and Finastra, use
Clari’s execution insights to make
their revenue process more
connected, efficient, and
predictable.
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Featured Testimonials

Clari helps us improve our data quality. The better our data is, the better our
conversations and coaching sessions are at every level— from managers and
reps, all the way up to our executive team.

MATT SCHWARTZ
VICE PRESIDENT OF GLOBAL SALES OPERATIONS, FORTINET

Before Clari, we never had the data — let alone the analytics — to deliver
accurate forecasts. Clari’s data science scoring helps my team identify the
deals that need additional support and execs trust.

JOHN JENDRICKS
NSBU VP OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS, VMWARE

Our sales leaders use insights like pipeline coverage and deal-level forecasting
to provide in-the-moment coaching in a more scalable and actionable way.

MIKE DOMAZET
CHIEF PIPELINE OFFICER, PTC

Wingman helps pinpoint exactly where any deal is in the pipeline. This saves
hours each week, improves forecast accuracy and helps us train our growing
and now remote sales force.

KEVIN CLARK
VP OF SALES, SYNUP

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GONG

Gong is the #1 conversation
intelligence platform for sales. It
gives you unfiltered visibility into
your customer conversations.
Gong captures and analyzes every
customer conversation across
every channel. You can win more
deals, skyrocket rep success, and
change the way you go-to-market.
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Featured Testimonials

Gong helps us track customer journeys across the entire sales process,
establish pain points, determine winning strategies, and identify ways to
improve our reps' performance through coaching and mentoring.

RICKY SEVTA
GLOBAL CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER, SIMPRO

Gong has helped us identify dozens of sales coaching and development
opportunities to help us deliver better experiences for our buyers. It is now at
the top of our sales stack.

CHRIS HARDEMAN
VP OF SALES, ACT-ON

Gong is the most impactful sales tool that I’ve used or seen, and I’ve
seen and used a lot. It’s impact is unbelievable.

ERIC BLUHM
VICE PRESIDENT, US OUTSIDE SALES, ZYWAVE

Thanks to Gong, I have been able to consistently shorten sales cycles. Since my
prospects can now review our solution's functionality using Gong's simple user
interface on their own time, I can focus on other critical parts of the sales process.

MICHAEL QUINLAN
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE, SISENSE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT JEDOX

Jedox’s unified planning, analysis
and reporting empowers
decision-makers from finance,
sales, purchasing and marketing.
Jedox helps business users work
smarter, streamline business
collaboration, and make
insight-based decisions with
confidence. Over 1,900
organizations in 127 countries are
using Jedox for real-time planning
on the web, the cloud, and on any
device. Jedox is a leading Business
Intelligence and Corporate
Performance Management
solutions provider, available
globally through over 180 certified
business partners. Jedox provides
software, support and ongoing
training, with implementation and
maintenance expertise for
customers worldwide.
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Featured Testimonials

Jedox provides a single integrated solution for planning, budgeting & forecasting and financial
consolidation that can help reduce effort and improve collaboration through standardized data
models, harmonized workflows and a unified interface enabling fast adaptation to change.

MARTIN SCHOLZ
SENIOR MANAGER, KPMG

Jedox has streamlined our budget process and given Monash College‘s business units more control of their budgets and
forecasts. It has also taken weeks off the timeframe, which has allowed the finance team to provide better analysis and
support to business units during the budget process. We have found the tool very simple to manage and can easily create
any reports we need, as well as make amendments to company structures as required.

DANIEL MCGORUM
FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS BUSINESS PARTNER, MONASH COLLEGE

Jedox provides us stability in our complex reporting processes. It gives us powerful
results for forecasting, and target setting. Because we use Jedox from Excel, we can
easily and efficiently do history comparisons and variance analysis. We depend on
Jedox.

MERCEDES-BENZ

We went with Jedox because of the flexibility. It enables us to combine our
forecasting and reporting functions. The live interface with Excel is a huge
strength.

KATE BOTT
PLANNING MANAGER, KIKKI.K

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT JOHN GALT SOLUTIONS

John Galt Solutions is a leading
provider of supply chain
management software solutions.
Their flagship product, the
AI-powered Atlas Planning
Platform, enables enterprises to
accelerate their digital
transformation and connect data,
decisions, and operations on a
single unified planning platform.
With a focus on quickly delivering
tangible business outcomes, a rich
history of innovation in supply
chain planning, advances in
machine learning and AI, and an
unmatched team of supply chain
experts; John Galt Solutions helps
unlock the right supply chain
strategy to drive change and digital
transformation. John Galt Solutions
works closely with customers
around the world to help them
overcome rising complexities in
supply chain, and create a pathway
forward to maximize opportunities,
reduce risk, and deliver
transformational outcomes. To
learn more, …
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Featured Testimonials

After only a couple of months we have already seen improvements in
our forecast accuracy and process with Atlas.

FRANCOIS CALLAIT
VICE PRESIDENT OF GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN, NETGEAR

The inventory savings alone resulting from improved forecasting accuracy have been
tremendous. John Galt’s forecasting technology has become an integral part of our effort to
build an effective S&OP process and set company goals and objectives for the current year and
for coming years.

ROBERT O’NEILL
POCLAIN HYDRAULICS

Forecasting with Atlas has been a huge improvement. It generates a
very reliable forecast and helps the planners allocate inventory.

SUSAN EDWARDS
INVENTORY DEPLOYMENT AND FORECASTING MANAGER, SMITHFIELD FOODS

The ability to make changes in real-time, online without having to send large
data files to everyone greatly enhanced our forecasting process. We have
tighter control and have improved customer service significantly.

JIMMY CRUMP
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS & REPORTING MANAGER, ARYSTA LIFESCIENCE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ONESTREAM SOFTWARE

OneStream Software provides a
market-leading intelligent finance
platform that reduces the
complexity of financial operations.
OneStream unleashes the power
of finance by unifying corporate
performance management (CPM)
processes such as planning,
financial close & consolidation,
reporting and analytics through a
single, extensible solution. We
empower the enterprise with
financial and operational insights
to support faster and more
informed decision-making. All in a
cloud platform designed to
continually evolve and scale with
your organization. Learn more at
www.onestreamsoftware.com
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Featured Testimonials

All currency translations are automated, and every data source has a direct connection into OneStream.
The data quality issues that plagued us prior to OneStream were mitigated with the implementation of
OneStream. A huge benefit has been the ability to configure the business rules, create new cubes, dynamic
calculations and dashboard views — the possibilities are endless.

A.J. ST. ANGELO
CONTROLLER, PRINCE

Dril-Quip’s new driver-based forecasting process within OneStream not only simplifies the workflow for each of our users by
providing a guided step-by-step process, but it also enhances our users’ experience through the automation of processes
that were previously manual in nature. As a result, Company management is able to make important operational and
strategic decisions based on key trends identified by this higher quality forecast.

TREVOR ASHURST
MANAGER FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING & ANALYSIS AND INVESTOR RELATIONS, DRIL-QUIP

We like to forecast from a bottoms-up level, and with OneStream we are now able to forecast all
of our expenses by vendor, by location, by product group and by currency. We’ve also
automated our allocation and intercompany processes, which was a huge win because we were
then able to get rid of that large Excel® model. OneStream has created a much more efficient
process.

KATHLEEN LE
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS SYSTEMS OPERATIONS, ZAYO GROUP

Evoqua implemented OneStream for financial consolidation, reporting, budgeting and forecasting. We were able to
leverage the consolidation functionality to automate intercompany eliminations in all hierarchies, currency translation and
cash flow reporting. We also leveraged the core budget and forecast capabilities to perform forecasts at detailed profit
center and cost center levels. Management and external reporting is now standardized with executive dashboards and
Guided Reporting as well as our monthly financial reporting book.

RAHUL NANAVATI
DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL SYSTEMS, EVOQUA WATER TECHNOLOGIES

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PLANFUL

Planful is the FP&A platform for
Continuous Planning. They provide
an end-to-end cloud FP&A platform
with everything you need —
financial planning, consolidation,
and reporting & analytics — in one
place and accessible to everyone
from anywhere. They help you
automate and accelerate these
everyday processes to increase the
frequency of decisions, accelerate
insights, and shorten the time it
takes to turn those insights into
action. The result is an
organization that is agile and has
an elevated financial IQ.
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Featured Testimonials

[Planful] Reporting changed the equation by making it possible to report on and forecast
against a nearly unlimited range of factors. In one extreme case, Budd was able to turn around
a five-year forecast in under two days where previously it took two weeks.

THOMAS REAMS
FORMER CONTROLLER AND CFO, AMERITECH COLLEGE OF HEALTHCARE

Our forecast system was error prone and time intensive. Now, we can create
multiple scenarios, and we have immediate visibility. What used to take us
days now takes us minutes with the click of a button.

TIM ZUE
EVP & CFO, BOSTON RED SOX

With [Planful] we are able to integrate the latest Sales data from our SAP
system and develop a rolling sales forecast and demand planning model that
keeps pace with changing market demand.

HAN SHIH
MANAGER, FP&A REPORTING AND ANALYTICS, PURDUE PHARMA

Flexibility is a key advantage of [Planful]. You can adjust assumptions and the forecast updates
automatically. You can change scenarios without corrupting data. Adding more advanced
reporting will allow us to track the business in ways we hadn’t thought of before.

BRIAN CURRIE
FINANCE MANAGER, DYNO NOBEL

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT WORKDAY ADAPTIVE PLANNING

Workday Adaptive Planning is
powering a new generation of
business planning. Driving
business agility in a fast-moving
world, Workday Adaptive Planning
leads the way for people in
companies to collaborate, gain
insights, and make smarter
decisions faster. Powerful
modeling for any size organization,
yet so easy for everybody who
plans. Our comprehensive set of
cloud-based planning software
solutions supported by a powerful,
in-memory technology platform
that enables functional and
company-wide business planning
and built-in analytics at very large
scale. Today, we offer
purpose-built solutions for finance,
workforce, sales, and operational
planning that allow those closest to
the business to plan. Recognized
for our ease of use, Workday
Adaptive Planning ranks #1 in
customer satisfaction in
independent industry surveys from
leading market analysts such as
Gartner, Forrester, and …

941
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Featured Testimonials

Each year, rather than spending weeks of our time trying to develop budgeting and forecasting
reports in Excel for any given request, we can run reports in Adaptive Planning in a matter of
minutes. In the past, delivering an accurate report on a large account with multiple projects was
difficult and required IT involvement. Now it is just a click of the button.

SAMUEL REED
FINANCE MANAGER, MICHAEL BAKER CORPORATION

With Adaptive Planning, it's all in front of you in real time. When we make
changes to reports or forecasts, everything is immediately updated, and we
can see the instant impact.

RICK SMITH
FP&A MANAGER, ENGINEYARD

Now with Adaptive Planning, I use the application on a more proactive basis,
updating the forecast as the year goes on. Once you have built the initial
model, it is easy to update and build reports.

GRAHAM EYLES
FINANCIAL CONTROLLER, CRITTALL WINDOWS

We have saved over twenty weeks of time spent by the finance team on the
budgeting, forecasting and reporting process by moving to Adaptive Planning.

JOE DESALVIO
CFO, ASSOCIATION FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONALS (AFP)

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT INSIGHTSQUARED

InsightSquared helps revenue
operations professionals make
better decisions by equipping them
with actionable, real-time
intelligence on sales and marketing
KPIs. Businesses rely on the
company’s solutions to forecast
more accurately, better manage
pipeline, tailor rep coaching based
on individual performance,
understand their marketing
attribution, and conduct
data-backed planning and analysis.
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Featured Testimonials

The InsightSquared visualizations and out-of-the-box reports provide our sales
management team with actionable insights to help them run our business.

MARK SKELTON
VP OF SALES, NEUSTAR

InsightSquared is a fantastic sales management tool. We now have the visual
reports of our sales and marketing in just a few seconds and we could never
get these from our CRM in the past.

STEVEN CARTER
SVP OF OPERATIONS, VISIBLE MEASURES

Sales managers and end-users are able to have forecasting meetings, pipeline
discussions, and coaching evaluations with the use of InsightSquared. The
data is represented in a way that makes it easy for everyone to use and
understand.

MICHAEL BOTLER
MANAGER OF SALES OPERATION, CREDLY

As soon as we implemented the forecasting, we’ve been able to reduce our
sales cycle by nearly 15%. In addition, over the past year we’ve been able to
increase our win rates by 4 or 5% points.

CONOR TUTTLE
DIRECTOR OF REVENUE OPS, LEANPLUM

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT JIRAV

Jirav is financial planning and
analysis in the cloud that helps
accounting and finance teams
budget and forecast without the
need for stale, error prone
spreadsheets. Designed to be
completely customizable, Jirav lets
you track, forecast, and share the
data that matters most to your
business.
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Featured Testimonials

As a business owner, Jirav gives me a real-time knob to turn for immediate feedback if we add
stores, products, events or personnel. It enables us to accurately forecast the trajectory of our
business on a monthly basis, quickly add or adjust assumptions and validate our decisions.

SHANE ROGERS
FOUNDER,OWNER AND CEO, RPM TRAINING

I can't overstate how transformative Jirav has been for Cytovale. It unlocked the ability to budget
and forecast in a way that could enable the pursuit of millions of dollars in funding and
potentially save millions of lives as a result. You can’t get much more compelling than that.

JIM GELLAS
FINANCE LEADER, CYTOVALE

Jirav is helping us deliver practical forecasting insights to clients at the
moment they need it, in an environment that is easy to understand and easy
to manage, for our own people as well as for clients.

TOM WADELTON
VIRTUAL CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, SUMMIT CPA GROUP

I had Jirav configured and loaded with my Q1 forecast within hours of
starting my trial. That made it a pretty easy decision.

JOHN WALLACE
GLOBAL HEAD OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, ARTERIA AI
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ABOUT LIMELIGHT SOFTWARE

Limelight Software enables Finance
teams should spend more time
analyzing data rather than
consolidating spreadsheets. Their
application, Limelight, empowers
the Office of Finance and provides
the ability to manage, track and
monitor budgeting, planning and
forecasting. Because they start
with user experience, Limelight
provides an easy way to collect and
consolidate data. They then apply
intelligence to instantly identify
variances, growth opportunities
and business performance. And all
this happens in real-time. Limelight
was designed with CFOs,
Controllers, VP of Finance and
financial analysts in mind.
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Limelight lets us put everything in one place. We can get our budgets and
reports done much faster now that we no longer deal with disparate
spreadsheets.

JANE MURPHY
VICE PRESIDENT FINANCE & ADMIN, CONNECTICUT GREEN BANK

Limelight is adding great value for us. Users find it easier to adopt the system
and we now have a centralized place for budgets, expenses and reports.

BENNY CHAN
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER, INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CORPS

With Limelight, we now have the ability to forecast 18 months in the future. The platform has
saved us over $400,000 by correcting broken formulas we were previously unaware of and
eliminating hundreds of hours on manually collecting, consolidating, and reviewing
spreadsheets.

CHRIS PARRIOTT
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST, GSW MANUFACTURING

Limelight was the right choice for our team! We were able to create forecasts
and new metric reports that better guide our business decisions.

MEGAN KOREN
VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCE, CRESA
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ABOUT PROPHIX SOFTWARE

Your business is evolving. Your
systems should evolve too. Achieve
your goals more successfully with
Prophix’s innovative Corporate
Performance Management (CPM)
software. Improve profitability and
minimize risk when you automate
repetitive tasks and focus on what
matters. Budget, plan, consolidate
and report automatically. Whether
in the cloud or on-premise, Prophix
supports your future with a
platform that flexes to suit your
strategic realities, today and
tomorrow.
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Prophix [is] a terrific tool for budgeting and forecasting. The software is easy to use, and the ad hoc tool
makes analyzing data a snap, especially if you like to dump data to Excel and play with pivot tables.
Prophix has probably saved hundreds of hours of staff time. Internal Finance processes have been
streamlined as well, saving Finance staff time. Since implementing Prophix, we cut our Finance staff by
25%."

SHARON HESS
SR. DIRECTOR, BUDGET, THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY

Forecasting job revenue has vastly improved with Prophix. We now interface our ERP, project scheduling, and bid
management platforms with Prophix. Previously, we were gathering multiple spreadsheets for 100+ different projects with
estimated monthly billing and compiling it all into a single Excel spreadsheet. We can now forecast production based on
actual quantities coming from MS Project and compare it to the budget to determine if a project is tracking on margin.

MARTY GARDNER
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, WILSON CONSTRUCTION

We use our solution from Prophix to avoid conventional budget processes, to generate
an accurate rolling forecast, and to track the operational benchmarks that correlate
with our funding requirements. The software has become invaluable to us.

PAIGE BURKES
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, HEALTH SOLUTIONS

We found it very easy to use Prophix’s software to automate our core business processes, like
budgeting, forecasting, and reporting. In turn, this has helped Finance to operate much more
efficiently and to collaborate with other departments to monitor their performance.

CHARLOTTE SPARROW
HEAD OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE, MOORFIELDS EYE HOSPITAL
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ABOUT QUANTRIX

Quantrix customers come from
many different areas but share a
common need – a modeling and
analysis solution that delivers
flexibility, confidence and greater
insight at an affordable cost.
Quantrix has designed solutions
that appeal to the largest
multinationals as well as individual
consultants and business
professionals. Finance gurus, sales
forecasters, risk managers,
entrepreneurs, and business
consultants as well as engineers,
scientists, policy researchers and
others, all use Quantrix to reach
the highest levels of performance
within their field. Quantrix is an
independent business unit of IDBS,
a leading provider of data
management and analytics
software with over 250 employees
in offices around the world.
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Quantrix has it all. The value is incredible.
ALEX NISENBOIM
TECHNICAL ARCHITECT, ASTOUND COMMERCE

It is a flexible, robust, and deployable tool that requires little training
effort.

EUGENIO PAUPERIO
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, CIMPOR

The benefits of using Quantrix are numerous. We are more efficient – doing
more, much faster and with less resources and significantly less cost.

ROBERT HALBWEIS
ENERGY ECONOMIST AND PLANNER, EVN

Quantrix is an ideal application, because we can link the most current data
available, put it into a format necessary to analyze and plan, adding
equations for metrics and KPI’s.

MIKE LOCASCIO
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE, FAR BANK ENTERPRISES
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ABOUT SYNTELLIS

Syntellis Performance Solutions,
previously Kaufman Hall Software,
provides innovative enterprise
performance management
software, data and analytics
solutions for healthcare, higher
education and financial
institutions. Syntellis’ solutions
include Axiom and Connected
Analytics software, which help
finance professionals elevate
performance by acquiring insights,
accelerating decisions and
advancing their business plans.
With over 2,800 organizations and
450,000 users relying on their
solutions, they have proven
industry expertise in helping
organizations transform their
vision into reality.
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With Axiom Software we’re seeing improvements in everything we do. We’re
saving time, our data is consistent, and our reporting capabilities are
exponentially better. We are very, very pleased with the application.

WENDI HOLDER
SENIOR FINANCIAL ANALYST, HANNA ANDERSSON

The software’s flexibility extends to reporting, too. Other vendors we spoke with were pushing for one budget
model, and if we wanted more reports, we had to pay to add them to the model. That option was too
expensive for us and couldn’t be justified. With Axiom Software, we can easily report on any data in the
system. It’s a comprehensive solution that provides the right approach and results for our institution.

JON SKOGENS
CONTROLLING MANAGER, STOCKHOLM SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

Axiom Clinical Analytics and reporting, supported by the team at Syntellis
Performance Solutions, have been a key component in developing our Harm Index
and supporting our improvements in patient outcomes and hospital readmissions.

ROSE BACZEWSKI
CHIEF CLINICAL OFFICER, GARNET HEALTH

Using Axiom as the same data source for financial reporting, profitability,
budgeting, regulatory reporting, and SEC filings has improved our accuracy by
far.

MELISSA DAVISON
VICE PRESIDENT, SENIOR ACCOUNTING OFFICER, LAKE CITY BANK
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ABOUT KCI COMPUTING

KCI Computing, Inc. (KCI) has a long
history in the competitive software
industry, as well as the nascent
business of monitoring and
managing enterprise performance.
Their mission since 1977 has been
to develop and deliver a single
holistic software solution that
brings together financial and
operational data from numerous,
disparate sources and applications
into one comprehensive enterprise
view of the business for
value-added planning, analysis,
and reporting purposes.
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CONTROL® enabled us to move from a team that analysed past
performance to a team that analysed and improved future
performance.

JEREMY BLACKMORE
FLETCHER BUILDING

CONTROL has made the information more accessible, and in a meaningful
way. We can get at it more quickly so we can make decisions more quickly.

SUZANNA SARASVATI
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS MANAGER, CLASSROOM CONNECT

CONTROL also produces resource management reports and provides
multi-dimensional analytics that supports corporate budgeting.

WALLACE D’SOUZA
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF BUDGETING AND PROJECT FINANCIAL SERVICES, MDRC

CONTROL has enabled us to increase the sophistication of the budget. We’re
now able to link it to key performance indicators beyond the standard
financial parameters.

DAVID LIFSCHITZ
VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, GEHR ENTERPRISES
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ABOUT KEPION

Kepion is a cloud planning &
analytics software company that
connects all organizations' teams
under a single view of their
business performance. We enable
more intelligent decisions to be
made by companies about their
financial and operational future.
Kepion global offices and partners
deliver rapid solutions for mid-size
and enterprise customers. We
make it possible for businesses to
be empowered with real-time
analytics, what-if scenario
modeling, and the ability to model
complex scenarios and forecast
continuously with smart
intelligence built-in.
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By having the Kepion tool, multiple users can develop budgets in a similar
fashion. It's just an easier way than we have ever done before through a
centralized tool.

KELLY CAMPBELL
DIRECTOR OF ADMIN AND OPERATIONS, IHME

Thanks to the flexibility of Kepion we can assemble forms in a standardized
format. We can easily schedule budget distribution rules without any
problems.

ARIEL SEVERO
SYSTEMS MANAGER, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, SUDOCEAN

Great product team with loads of knowledge. Nice web interface and
super fast deployment and development capacity.

KEVIN ZHENG
CPM DELIVERY DIRECTOR, DXC TECHNOLOGY

There are aspects of Kepion that are very simple. Loading in the budget, to
expenditures, to classification of the number of devices is all very easy within
Kepion.

PIER FASNACHT
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, UNITING CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA
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ABOUT PERFORMANCE CANVAS

Performance Canvas powered by
DSPanel offers a revolutionary,
cloud-based or on-premise FP&A
solution that is easy to install,
setup, use, upgrade, and maintain.
The experts behind all
Performance Canvas products are
the very same experts who
designed Hyperion Enterprise, IBM
Cognos and Consolidator (frango
and IBM), SAP BPC, and Clarity
System. Performance Canvas was
built from the ground up to answer
the unarticulated budgeting and
planning, reporting and analysis,
forecasting, and consolidation
needs of the market not addressed
by previous available solutions.
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It was a quick implementation on the General Ledger. Our GL is very complicated with multiple dimensions, multiple
account schedules mapped for local and group accounting. The way the report editor works, once you start using, is easy
and logical. It’s a tool for everyday working for somebody that is an accountant not dealing with how the technical things
work. You need a bit of technical understanding but just an average guy can manage it.

MARGUS LUTSOJA
GROUP CHIEF ACCOUNTANT, GUNVOR

My satisfaction of this product at this time is 10 out of 10 with 10 being
the highest. It is straightforward and very user-friendly.

JONATHAN MCCOY
GENERAL MANAGER, WD40

I would strongly recommend Performance Canvas to my colleagues. Viewing data using
pcMobile, where everything is always updated is, in my opinion, the only way to go. Also, the
support we have received from the team has been tremendous so it really is a complete
package!

THOMAS BJORLIN
HSEQ MANAGER, NLI SUBSEA

We were not sure at implementation whether we were going to use Performance Canvas Financials for reporting, but our
consultant kept telling us that Performance Canvas Financials is great for reporting. We were really surprised that
Performance Canvas Financials was recommended for reporting by different Consultants (although we always kept our
eyes and ears open). It was indeed a pleasant surprise when we learned that Performance Canvas Financials’ reporting
capabilities were very advanced, just as its budgeting is.

CAROL KENNER
CHIEF ACCOUNTING OFFICER, SOLIX INC.
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ABOUT SMART SOFTWARE

Smart Software has been a leading
provider of demand planning,
forecasting, and inventory
optimization solutions. They help
their customers utilize their
corporate data including sales
history, demand signals, supplier
transactions, and more to better
forecast demand, optimize
inventory stocking requirements,
and identify opportunities to
improve operational efficiency.
Today hundreds of leading
organizations around the globe
including FedEx, The Home Depot,
Hitachi, Otis Elevator, Metro-North
Railroad, Disneyland Resorts, and
MARS, as well as many mid- and
small market enterprises use their
solutions to improve forecast
accuracy and optimize inventory
levels.
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SmartForecasts gives us good information to work with. People are feeling
comfortable with numbers, and through our S&OP process we’ve been able to
create buy-in across the company.

ROD CARDENAS
PURCHASING MANAGER, FORUM ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

We need to have the right parts in the right place to support our customers.
SmartForecasts helps us to not only improve our inventory allocation but also
significantly reduce transportation and inventory costs.

DAVE GILBERT
LOGISTICS DIRECTOR, PREVOST

With SmartForecasts we’ve been able to be much more aggressive with our inventory
planning. You’ve got to have confidence in your forecast, and we now have the
confidence to stock certain component parts that we didn’t have before.

MARK VERNAGLIA
SENIOR OPERATIONS PLANNER, VICOR CORPORATION

The more we use SmartForecasts, the more important it becomes for
our business and the more efficiently our business runs.

BOB BEDOUKIAN
PRESIDENT, BEDOUKIAN RESEARCH INC
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